


Rise

James Robinson lives and paints within the mythic role of the art-

of being in the world. The word artist means at once too much and 
too little. It has to do with making things, and here there is much 
deliberate and skilled making. The word has also come to indicate a 
sense that the job of the artist is to carry, make clear or possibly to 
solve the soul’s troubles. This is Robinson’s context.

Secure knowledge of dysfunction is the seedbed for such work, 
which moves between the sadistic and the redemptive. Some artists 
reference historical situations, for instance the 1980’s rediscovery of 
expressionism by German artists uncovering the wounds of the Ho-
locaust. Sometimes the provocation stems from more individualised 
contexts. David Eggleton has referred to Robinson’s personal history, 
much of it made explicit in earlier work. (New Zealand Listener, July 
5-11 2003). But not all those who have such histories want to see 
them again on canvas. And when a certain equilibrium has been at-
tained, how does the artist continue? 

While personal experience informs his work, much of Robinson’s 
imagery draws from the telecast information stream we all live with, 
images of the chaos of global politics. With it comes a kind of machis-
mo, evinced here by this Quixotic soldier using the auratic power of 
art. Since Hanz Prinzhorn began to collect the obsessive drawings of 
psychiatric patients, a kind of graphic mark has become both vehicle 

Painting’s inherent orderliness is both problem and salvation: in 

regained. This opening up and closing is literal. Slashed canvases 
are sutured with nails; surfaces of broken glass, coal, various kinds of 
hard muck are built up and ground down. The work’s physicality is 
insisted on, again and again. But this physicality is always in competi-
tion with a desire for transcendence. It’s impossible to make such 
mucky, scratchy and sometimes dangerous work without the sense 
that the world is a place full of resistance, dangerous and uncomfort-
ing. In this context, making painting is a redemptive process. 

In this series that redemptive process is also associated with a 
keying in of the body, a straight spine, a balance across physical and 
mental spaces. These images are about standing upright. In many 
of them a central spine is exposed, sutured or generates various 

“Rise” has 

an immediate biblical resonance; “rise up and follow me”; “rise from 
your bed and walk”: the whiteness becomes sheets. “Rise from the 
dead”; again sheets, but now a shroud. In contemporary thinking 
about art, such an emphasis on the vertical aligns itself with the tradi-
tion of gallery painting - not simply for the obvious reason that a ver-
tical painting is easy to hang on a wall! A concern with the metaphors 
of humanism imply humanity’s tendency to stand upright; the gallery 
viewer mentally reads the spine and adjusts her own to suit. Standing 
tall is a common enough injunction against disorder.

The artist Mark Rothko said, in 1951:

I paint very large pictures. I realize that historically the function 
of painting large pictures is painting something very grandiose 
and pompous. The reason I paint them, however – I think it applies 
to other painters I know- is precisely because I want to be very 
intimate and human. To paint a small picture is to place yourself 
outside your experience, to look upon an experience as a stere-
opticon view with a reducing glass. However you paint the larger 
pictures, you are in it. It isn’t something you command. (Kristine 
Stiles and Peter Selz, Theories and Documents of Contemporary 
Art, 1996, p. 26)

But playing with the being-in-it of painting sees Robinson work-
ing vertically and horizontally, back and front. He plays it both ways. 
He is a delightful drawer. In reproduction, with their obscenities and 
angry gesticulations diminished into graphic marks, these could be 
elegant miniatures, drawings of plant species elaborately described. 
Or they could be graphic diagrams of the sort that Rudi Gopas drew 
in his last years: virtual worlds that only exist in the media of pen, 
pencil and paint. The slicing and stitching create holes that are lined 

-
thracitic black, is glued against tea-stained white that moves quickly 
to apricot. The problem with such imagery is when it becomes 
imagery. It becomes beautiful; it becomes ordered. The languages of 
art propose symmetry. The canvases, here buckled and asymmetrical, 
are only so in relation to a known template. This new work continues 
to be hurt and stitched, reduced and added to, but is grounded by 
white; the blank page of the next work.

Bridie Lonie 



rise mixed media on canvas 250cm x 100cm approx

rise

text on front:
tower spirit face war destroy-your anger grief failure is a gift,use it!..belief is your power,notice your mind and 
heart,you are of here and beyond here-how are you going to spend your life.
(smashing foundations?)
inside unsafe collapse controll rise...(dig a hole to plant seeds)
let go collapse controll.

back of canvasdetail



battlefield spazranch (secure admin) mixed media on canvas 250cm x 100cm approx

battlefield spazranch (secure admin)

text on front:
we might have to use the word consciouisness!
or mans godds
artists as yeasty molecule in “culture”
now f##king rise! rise! rise!
in out up (in-turn-all)
being all-one i can do it

evolve man
belief 
controll 
power 
focus
integration
fragmentation

by self- what is self? ( all self my self our self )
teach truth
beyond driven beyond belief
totally blown away..it just is
hold my bones

super conscious massive b-lack w-hole
cosmic cave man primal mind
centre of things
dark age
new age
one age NOW

heart mind vessels

back of canvas detail



paracite mixed media on canvas 250cm x 100cm approx

paracite 

text on front: 
mutant structure unstable(oil war addict)
insectioid (suger bomb)zombie (media) drone (wage slave) from a another dimention feeds (unearthed system)
harvest my mind..paracite insurgency

indiginous all -original man
inforercial poverty aids
pretty bone machine
cultural contruct 6559
internal oppression
DEVESTATING FRAGMENTATION

back of canvas detail



drop mixed media on canvas 250cm x 100cm approx

drop 

text on front:
all-one holy

enter pulse layer
b-lack w-hole sing-you -larity
the space in time
holder
search for meaning
groundswell impact 100 monkey
pattern fracture arrogance (sky falls)ignorant orbit around loss in the kingdom

back of canvas detail



power gravity loss (part th waters) mixed media on canvas 250cm x 150cm approx

power gravity loss (part th waters) 

text on front:
no shelter
transformational devistation
channel
it is void
self ego
power glory
loss gravity illusion ignorance and suffering
(part th waters) 

back of canvasdetail



transition mixed media on canvas 250cm x 100cm approx

transition 

text on front:
light hit here
giant space spirits
faith NOW having human time
futre /past
distortion 
unstable
fracture reality
slither slipstream overtired
free king out sensitive panic pulse (abuse with care waves of mutilation falling thru cracks son brother sacrifice 
selfish weak tradgedy)
SELFS IN TRANSITION standing in the doorway
grounded!
grounded!
grounded!

back of canvas detail



monster guardian mixed media on canvas 250cm x 150cm approx

monster guardian 

back of canvas detail



fool mixed media on canvas 250cm x 150cm approx

text on front:
innerverse amazing journeys
fragmentation -ripped apart in the chaos of repeating original heart break oversensitive drama microscope in- turn 
-all illusion ego human art art artist.crumbling structures of shelter decay on our head.underpinned by knowledge 
faith and nessesary processing of world and self
-blow up the outside world
fast forward anti trust
child devil christ
babyboomer narcisstic selfish ego
global consumer lie psychic canabilism of soul
80s cold war grisly grump
nirvanna apocylips (shotgun wedding)
a new skin for a old ceremony
no face fool paranoia
take ya free noise and shove it up your ass!
insecurity fear selfishness like anything matters
controll job mental health growth industry state love
abandonment issue
inadequite abstract needy emotional .happy happy the sensitives.
the sleepless spooked sensitives.
im the biggest ghost!(whole universe b lack w hole inside)

fragmentation integration gathering energy faith lesson remembering safe n afraid

back of canvas detail

fool



blind king mixed media on canvas 250cm x 100cm approx

blind king

text on front:
go forward
sacred process
integration
fragmentation
(forces of creation within)
underground native
we all are
dig a hole to plant things in
(host planet)
this vision is useless i cry blind with fear
great-fool soul-ution
controller from nasty no face
redemption
I AM /IT IS
accept it as it is
fool love

back of canvas detail



ascention mixed media on canvas 250cm x 100cm approx

text on front: 
my father th king 
ascention

“you were born
so you are free! 
so happy birthday”
 (Born, Never Asked - Laurie Anderson)

ascention 

back of canvasdetail



hang sun technique (for sonny chin) mixed media on canvas 250cm x 150cm approx

hang sun technique (for sonny chin)

back of canvas

“huge spirit guide helpers” 

“we laugh here he says... 

-thats the difference with how we train. 

(all smiles n twinkly naughty child man eyes.) 

...its happy pain ! 

-too bad if you miss out! its not my problem if you want 
to stay stuck! 

(holding arms out for 15 minutes reaching to universe 
in wide horse stance.) 

itll make you look good in a tee shirt in summer! 

now put your hands together over your heart.. 

and what shape between your thumbs make..! 

thats right! the ol cavity! and under neath centre of 
the palms the other cavity! (..he says laughing.we all 
laugh.) 

now sing into the gap in your hands- from your 
heart sing ooooooh and slowly raise up to your third 
eye,cupping the energy. 

stay still for a minite..breath into your palms to feel a 
slight breeze.. 

and tell me what you see... 

and we go around the circle telling our storys.



GOON mixed media on paper 70cm x 20cm approx LOOKING AFTER mixed media on paper 70cm x 50cm approx

DRAWINGS/WORKS ON PAPER



ANCESTERS mixed media on paper 70cm x 50cm approx FREE DUM mixed media on paper 70cm x 50cm approx



SEDATE IN M8 (she wuz a angry man) mixed media on paper 70cm x 50cm approx ALIEN ANGEL DEVIL GOD mixed media on paper 70cm x 50cm approx



BUSH SPIRIT mixed media on paper 70cm x 50cm approx FLYING mixed media on paper 70cm x 50cm approx



HATE MY BODY HATE MY CHILDREN mixed media on paper 70cm x 50cm approx EVERYTHING HERE mixed media on paper 70cm x 20cm approx TOWER mixed media on paper 70cm x 40cm approx



ENTRY mixed media on paper 70cm x 40cm approx CAVE mixed media on paper 70cm x 40cm approx PROPHESY mixed media on paper 70cm x 40cm approx



James Robinson

James Robinson is an artist working in New Zealand 
and abroad. His practice is experimental and ranges 
across an urban graphic aesthetic and the use of text 
to expressionistic /maximalist painting using mixed 
media and a constructivist method. He is interested 
in the “wonderfulness essentialness origin and 
intencity” of the world and in its abhorrent political 
and social dimensions.

During 2007, Robinson is the artist-in-residence at the 
McCahon House in Titirangi, Auckland.




